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Self-Reliance of Zen and Reliance on other Power of Pure Land
When Buddhism arrived in China during the first BCE millennium, it was split up into
many different schools. However, throughout time only two schools survived such as Chan
school 禪宗 and Pure Land school 淨土宗.1 In this paper, I am going to discuss their contrasts in
general contexts, and I am going to present the syncretistic processes of these two schools.
Afterward, I will negate some of scholars‟ claims about non-syncretistic process between these
two schools in order to make the conclusion that there was syncretistic process to combine them
as other scholars have proved and indicated.
Buddhism played an important role in the historical landscape of Chinese religion. While
it was on Chinese soil, it was redefined and categorized by Chinese Buddhist monks, especially
during the golden period of Buddhist influences during the Tang dynasty 唐朝 (618-904) when
most of the Chinese Buddhist schools2 emerged such as Chan school3 and Pure Land school.4
It is an assumption that Chan school of Mahāyāna Buddhism (which employs some
unique techniques as sitting in meditation, “meditative topic”5 and gaining satori6) was modified
from Indian Buddhist meditation of Samatha7 and Yoga traditions genealogically; it was initiated
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by the spiritual transmission from Śākyamuni Buddha to Mahākāśyapa.8 Bodhidharma
菩提達摩(480-520) is considered the twenty-eighth Indian Chan patriarch and the first Chinese
Chan patriarch who initiated the teaching of pointing directly to one‟s mind to see one‟s own true
nature without relying on the scriptures.9 From him, it sprang out five generations10 and five
houses11 of Chan that had been making the great religious influence and impact on many Far
East countries.
Regarding the Pure Land‟s genealogy, generally there was no concrete evidence of linage
and transmission.12 Spiritually, according to Gregory Schopen, an important aspect of Pure Land
school‟s aspiration in India and China is the desire to attain future rebirth in that Land of Bliss.13
Theoretically, most scholars agree that this school started with the Larger Sukhavativyuha
Sūtra14 and the Smaller Sukhavativyuha Sūtra15 in Northwest India around 100 CE during
Kusana Dynasty.16 These sūtras were transmitted and translated from Sanskrit language to
Chinese language in China around 200 CE, and they became sources of reference for Pure Land
school generally. One of the earliest Pure Land Sanskrit texts that was rendered into Chinese
language in 179 A.D was Pratyutpannasamadhi Sūtra17 by Lokaksema (b.147 CE)18 which
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describes the contemplated technique to assist believers in seeing Buddha‟s appearance before
their own eyes.19 Prior to Yongming Yanshou 永明延壽 (905-975) period, there were three
distinct branches of Pure Land school in China: the Huiyuan 慧遠 (334-416) branch including
contemplative nian fo 念佛 (recitation of Buddha‟s name), prajna20 realization, and catering to
the “superior”; the Shandao 善導 (613-681) branch including chanting nian fo, seeking the
rebirth in Pure Land through “other power” of Buddha, and catering to the “inferior”; and the
Cimin 慈愍 (680-748) branch including syncretistic nian fo, dual practices of Chan and Pure
Land, and suitable for those of any potential, high or low.21 Generally, these nian fo practices
encompassed from using nian fo for contemplation to chanting it for taking rebirth in Pure Land
in both schools.
Now I am going to discuss the differences between these two schools generally. First,
Chan masters mostly advocated “Self-Power.”22 For example, Daoxin 道信 (580 - 651) said,
“Apart from the mind there is no Buddha, apart from Buddha there is no mind.”23 That is, one
should look within one‟s own mind to find one‟s Buddha nature. Shenxiu 神秀 (605-707) said,
“All Buddhadharmas come forth fundamentally from the mind. If you waste effort seeking it
outside, it‟s like rejecting your father and running away from home.”24 That is, one should look
within oneself, not seeking another‟s power externally. Huineng 慧能 (638-713) said that while
the ignorant men recite the Buddha‟s name to be reborn in the Buddha‟s Pure Land, the wise
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men purify their own mind.25 Here, he emphasized that the wise men purify within his own
mind, not merely recite the Buddha‟s name to seek Pure Land outwardly. Huineng added further
that people in the East [China] are without crime, just by making the mind pure.26 Namely, since
the mind is pure, one won‟t be incited by mental afflictions such as greed or anger to cause one
to create bad karma. In addition, Huineng said, “Deluded, a Buddha is a sentient being.
Awakened, a sentient being is a Buddha.”27 Namely, when our minds are deluded or covered by
mental afflictions, we cannot recognize things clearly; for example, a greedy thief tries to break
in people‟s houses, but he may not recognize the consequence of his acts that he may end up
spending his life in jail. Also, according to Huineng, the mind is Buddha; outside the mind there
is not one thing that can be established.28 This is the whole Buddhist statement of mind‟s
definition; the mind creates inner and outer phenomenon; if our minds are polluted by mental
afflictions, we will conduct ourselves as common beings; if our minds are pure, we will act and
talk in a mindful or “awakened”29 manner. Following this paradigm, Mazu Daoyi‟s 馬祖道一
(688-763) main message had similar theme: “Apart from the mind, there is no Buddha. Apart
from the Buddha, there is no mind.”30 His principles were, “Mind is Buddha” and “This place is
itself true thusness.”31 Damei FaChang 大梅法常 (752-839) addressed the monks, “All of you
must reverse your mind and arrive at its root. Don‟t pursue its braches! Attaining its source, its
end will also be reached. If you want to know the source, then just know your own mind. The
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source of mind is the entire world.”32 Generally, the themes of Bodhidharma‟s “seeing one‟s own
mind as one‟s Buddha,” Daoxin‟s “Buddha is the mind. Outside of the mind, there is no
Buddha,” and Huineng‟s “mind is Buddha and Buddha is mind” serve as the “Self-power”
paradigms for the late generations to follow; everything starts from the mind; so, one should
work on the mind to attain Buddha-hood.
On the other hand, Pure Land‟s philosophy and practices emphasize on the “OtherPower” or saving powers of Amitâbha Buddha 阿彌陀佛. Namely, one must surrender oneself to
the saving grace of Amitâbha Buddha. According to the Treatise of Ten Questions Concerning
the Pure Land,33 Zhiyi 智顗(538-597) defined “Other-Power” that if one‟s vows to take rebirth
in the Pure Land accord with Amitâbha Buddha‟s vows of rescuing sentient beings, then one will
be reborn in the Pure Land.34 Theoretically, knowing sentient beings who used to attach to
duality of good-bad, pure-impure, and others, Amitâbha Buddha (out of his compassion) made
the vows to create a Pure Land (which provides a favorable condition for them to practice and
achieve Buddha-hood) for them to rely on, instead of letting them falling down into the lower
realms of existences (due to their attachments to the impurities).35 Also, the Avataṃsaka Sūtra36
states, “If a man practices nian fo Samadhi with Bodhi-mind, all the devils and various
hindrances pass by without causing him any trouble.”37 Dharma Teacher Lianchi Zhuhong
莲池祩宏 (1535-1615) said, “If people are willing to recite the words „Amitâbha Buddha‟, then
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it will surpass all the roots of goodness.”38 That is, if one recites the Buddha‟s name to take
rebirth in the Pure Land, one will eventually become a Buddha who will endow with all merits
and wisdom. Dharma teacher Gushan Zhiyuan 孤山智圓 (967~1022) said, “To seek birth in the
Pure Land is to depend on „Other Power.‟”39 Namely, one could not create one‟s Pure Land, but
one could take rebirth in Buddha‟s land by relying on the Buddha‟s power. In short, the Pure
Land advocators emphasize that one should rely on the Buddha‟s power (other‟s power) to
escape the rebirth cycle.
Second, the Chan practitioners highlighted the importance of living at the present
moment. For instance, a monk asked Hangzhou Tianlong 航洲天隆 (n.d), “How can one escape
the three realms?” Tianlong replied, “Where are you right at this moment?”40 Namely, Tianlong
reminded the monk that you should live fully and face reality at the present moment instead of
running away from them (three realms). After seeing a flock of wild geese flying overhead,
Mazu asked Baizhang Huaihai 百丈懷海 (749-814) wherein they were. When Baizhang replied
that the birds had flown away, Mazu then twisted Baizhang‟s nose so hard that he cried out to
awaken of the principle of living at present moment.41 Namely, Mazu wanted to teach Baizhang
that instead of looking outwardly (to the flying birds) one should look inwardly (to the air
through the nose which nourishes life). Here, both Tianlong and Mazu wanted their followers to
live at the present moment internally, neither seeking to escape from the three realms nor letting
the mind chase after wild birds on the sky.
Conversely, the Pure Land school encourages practitioners to seek rebirth in the Pure
Land after death as a path of escaping from the vicious karma and rebirth cycle. For example, it
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said that we should give thanks to Amitâbha Buddha. Why is that? Our parents, friends, the
kings of humans, and devas can not save and bring us out of the sea of suffering. We can escape
from the sea of suffering only because of Amitâbha Buddha‟s vows of delivering sentient beings
to his Pure Land.42 The Essential gate for Contemplating the Pure Land43 mentions, “For sentient
beings in the last age, the Pure Land is the essential road out of birth and death and the boat to go
across the ocean of birth and death.”44 By believing in the latter age notion, Pure Land followers
have urgency that only Pure Land method can help them to cross the sea of birth and death. For
example, the Peace and Bliss Collections45 states:
…For this reason, the Mahâsattva Vaidehï pitied people of the Latter Age of the five
defilements, including herself… Accordingly, the Great Sage compassionately exhorted
her to take refuge in the Land of Utmost Bliss. ...It is only the Pure Land Path that we can
enter by making an aspiration in the minds of ordinary people like us.46
The Sūtra on Contemplation of Amitayus47 mentions attaining the lowest grade in the
Pure Land; if someone happens to commit the gravest offenses48 and sees the hell‟s visionary
sight, and if he recites Amitâbha Buddha‟s name sincerely for ten times at the moment of death
by following the advice of good friends, then he will be reborn in a lotus bud in the Pure Land.49
These texts encourage Pure Land believers to rely on Buddha‟s power to eradicate their karma
and to take rebirth in Pure Land after death.
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Third, Chan masters stress non-duality; namely the pure mind goes beyond the duality of
good-bad, pure-impure, and others. For example, in the Inscribed on the Believing Mind,50
Sengcan 僧璨 (d. 606) wrote, “In the higher realm of True Suchness, there is neither „Other‟ nor
„Self.‟”51 That is, the Absolute Truth or the True Suchness goes beyond the concepts of “Self”
and “Other.” In the Platform Sūtra,52 Huineng said, “In this teaching of mine, from the ancient
time to the present, all have set up no-thought as the main doctrine, non-form as the substance,
and non-abiding as the basis.”53 Namely, his main doctrine, substance, and the basis are nonduality in thought, form, and location respectively. Nanquan Puyuan 南泉普願(748-835)
explained the commonality of Dao 道54 and Chan 禪 as, “Dao does not belong to knowing or to
not-knowing.”55 His meaning of Dao goes beyond the mental discrimination. When a monk
asked that how one can be in accord with the Dao, Nanyang Huizhong 南陽慧忠(675-775)
reminded him that does not think of good or evil. One will personally see Buddha nature.56 That
is, if one wishes to see one‟s own Buddha nature, one should put down the attachment of good
and evil. Zhaozhou Congshen 趙州從諗 (778-897) reminded his students, “Attaining the Way is
not difficult. Just disdain the choosing.”57 Namely, just let go of the mental discrimination and
one could attain the Way easily. Linji Yixuan 臨済義玄(d. 866) addressed his congregation, “If
you love the sacred and hate the secular, you will float and sink in the sea of birth and death.”58
That is, when one still plays around with the discriminative minds of like and dislike, one is
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bound to the rebirth cycle. In general, since common people are bounded by duality of good-bad,
self-other, like-hate, and others, Chan masters liked to lead their adherents to the state of nondual or ultimate experiences of the mind (i.e. Truth Suchness or Pure Nature).
On the contrary, the Pure Land‟s doctrine emphasizes the duality of life and locality. For
example, the Buddha’s Contemplation Samadhi Sūtra59 states:
His father, the king Śuddhodana, asked the Buddha, "Why do you not recommend to me,
your disciple, the practice of meditating on the ultimate virtue of the Buddha's stage,
which is identical with true suchness, ultimate reality, or the highest principle of
emptiness?" The Buddha answered his father, the king, “The ultimate virtue of the
Buddhas is the boundless and profoundly subtle state and is possessed of transcendent
faculties and the wisdom of liberation. This is not a state fit to be practiced by ordinary
people. So I urge you, the king, to practice the nian fo samädhi.”60
Namely, in this sūtra, the Buddha states explicitly that since ordinary people cannot have
the ability to fathom and penetrate the true suchness or non-duality, it is better for them to recite
Buddha‟s name to take the rebirth in the Pure Land first. Then, they will achieve ultimate reality
later under the favorable conditions in the Pure Land. Also, the Vimalaktrti Sūtra61 states, “In
order to accomplish the [salvation of] sentient beings, Bodhisattvas vow to acquire the Buddha
countries. The vow to acquire a Buddha land is not done in empty space.”62 Namely, Bodhisattva
should adorn the Buddha land in a realistic context for living beings to rely on, not in an empty
space. In short, since living beings are attached to the dualistic conception of pure and impure
land, Śākyamuni Buddha introduces Amitâbha Buddha who creates Pure Land for them to rely
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upon so that they won‟t fall into the impure land of six realms of existences anymore. Also,
Bodhisattvas should build a real and pure land for living beings to rely on.
Fourth, Chan masters emphasize self-liberation which starts from the mind. For example,
when Daoxin 道信(580-651) inquired about showing him the gate of liberation, Sengcan asked
that who had bounded him; so, when Daoxin replied that no one bound him, Sengcan told him
that why did he need to seek liberation?63 Namely, no one ties us except our mental attachment.
When seeing Shitou Xiqian 石頭希遷(700-790), Tianhuang Daowu 天皇道悟(748-807) asked,
“By what method do you reveal liberating wisdom to people?” Shitou replied, “There are no
slaves here. From what do you seek liberation?”64 That is, since there is no real enslaver, one
does not need to be liberated. When a monk asked about how a person can gain freedom,
Baizhang replied, “If you attain it at this moment, then you have attained it.”65 Namely,
liberation is done at the present moment. Generally, being bounded or gaining freedom starts
from the mind; if one can control one‟s mind, one is the owner or creator of one‟s life (i.e.
having liberation from desire or anger). On the contrary, if one lets emotions control one‟s life,
one will be enslaved by those emotions. Namely, one should work on one‟s self-liberation
beginning in the mind, because there is no need for external salvation.
Conversely, the Pure Land‟s scriptures and the masters advocated one‟s liberation
through the powers of Amitâbha Buddha. For instance, the Amitâbha Sūtra66 states:
Śāriputra, if there is a good man or good woman who hears spoken 'Amitâbha Buddha'
and holds the name, whether for one day, two days, three, four, five days, six days, as
long as seven days, with one heart unconfused, when this person approaches the end of
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life, before him will appear Amitâbha Buddha and all the assembly of Holy Ones. When
the end comes, his heart is without inversion; in Amitâbha Buddha's Land of Ultimate
Bliss he will attain rebirth.67
Namely, this sūtra encourages Pure Land believers to rely on Amitâbha Buddha‟s power
to take the rebirth after death by reciting His name. Also, master Tianru Weize 天如惟則 (14th
century) said, “It is hard to escape birth and death by following other methods. By cultivating the
Buddha‟s remembrance through recitation of the Buddha‟s name, it is easy to be liberated from
the cycle of birth and death.”68 That is, one can escape from rebirth cycle only through the
salvation of Amitâbha Buddha. Hence, one should recite the Buddha‟s name to take the future
rebirth in Pure Land. Allan Andrews mentions the three characteristics of Pure Land‟s salvation:
seeking spiritual fulfillment only after death; relying on the compassion of Amitâbha Buddha to
bestow rebirth upon even those who are incapable of earning it themselves; assuming that
virtually everyone is in need of Pure Land salvation; and regarding Amitâbha Buddha as a savior
especially committed to the salvation of all human beings whatsoever, including those morally or
intellectually deficient.69 In short, according to Pure Land believers, without Amitâbha Buddha‟s
salvation, there is no real liberation.
Fifth, there is no serious devotion in Chan school because of the emphasis on the mind.
For instant, seeing Niutou Farong 牛頭法融 (594-657) attached to sitting in meditation, Daoxin
wrote the word “Buddha” on Farong‟s meditation seat that caused him terrifying.70 Here, Daoxin
even wrote the word “Buddha” which was reverenced by most Buddhists, on his disciple‟s seat
to help him be detached from the form (of seating place and the word „Buddha‟). When a monk
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asked, “How one could become a Buddha,” Nanyang Huizhong (675-775) responded, “He
should cast off the attachment to Buddha and all beings.”71 Namely, even the concept of
“Buddha” should be discarded in order to achieve the enlightenment. A famous Chan story
relates to Danxia Tianran‟s 丹霞天然(739-824) burning the wooden Buddha‟s statues that
showed no reverence of the idol in Chan tradition.72 He also said that one just recognizes
Śākyamuni as an ordinary person, and one should see for oneself.73 Here, looking within one‟s
mind is more important than worshipping the wooden Buddha statue or even Śākyamuni
Buddha. Base on the conception of “mind is Buddha” and “Buddha is mind,” Chan masters
reminded their students that they should trust themselves, not others. Therefore, there is no
serious requirement of devotion in Chan school.
On the other hand, Pure Land‟s doctrine requires its practitioners‟ devotion to Buddha
and his Pure Land greatly. There are four kinds of approaches methodologically and
psychologically: to think of the Buddha as fully enlightened and follow his moral model; to call
upon the Buddha‟s name because it contains innumerable merits; to call upon the Buddha‟s name
because of his saving power and the last resort for liberating beings from the worldly sufferings;
and to recite Buddha‟s name with single-mind.74 For example, a gatha in the Larger
Sukhavativyuha Sūtra 無量壽經 says, “If a person hears the virtuous name of Amitâbha, praises
him with joy and wholeheartedly takes refuge. Even but a single thought-moment, he gains the
great benefit.”75 The Moon Matrix Section of The Great Assembly Sūtra76 states, “Buddhas
Tathāgatas have innumerable names; some are general and some are specific. If sentient beings
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recite them with singleness of heart, their hindrances are removed, and they gain benefit; they
never fail to be reborn in the presence of the Buddhas.”77 In short, having strong devotion in
Amitâbha Buddha, Pure Land believers can gain those four benefits.
Sixth, Chan tradition follows some techniques such as contemplation of gong an,78 Silent
Illumination, and others. A gong an is a story, dialogue, question, or statement in the history of
Chan Buddhism; it generally contains aspects that are inaccessible to rational understanding, yet
may be accessible to intuition. For example, there is a case of number twenty-three of the The
Gateless Gate,79 a gong an relates to Huineng questioning Huiming 慧明,80 "Without thinking of
good or evil, show me your original face before your mother and father were born." In a case
number eighteen of the The Gateless Gate as well as case number twelve of the Blue Cliff
Record,81 a monk asked Dongshan Shouchu 洞山守初(910-990), "What is Buddha?" Dongshan
said, "Three pounds of flax." The Silent Illumination style of Chan began with Hongzhi
Zhengjiao 宏智正覺 (1091-1157) of the Caodong house 曹洞宗. Silent Illumination is the
method of illuminating the mind through quiescent sitting. This practice contains some elements
of the earlier Samatha-Vipassana practice of the Theravāda and is also closely related to the
Chan practice of just sitting. The stages of Silent Illumination may be described as: entering the
practice through "just sitting" in a relaxed manner; body and mind becoming one, and there is no
distinct body sense; one is united with the environment; the mind is bright and spacious, silence
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and illumination become simultaneous. In short, these techniques were the means for Chan
practitioners to realize their pure nature.
On the contrary, Pure Land practice takes different approaches such as reciting Buddha‟s
name, contemplation of the Buddha‟s or Bodhisattva‟s great virtues, recitation of the sūtra, and
veneration of Buddhas‟ and Bodhisattvas‟ names.82 For example, in the Amitâbha Sūtra,
Śākyamuni Buddha encouraged people that if anyone recites Amitâbha Buddha‟s name sincerely
from one day to seven days, he would be reborn in the Pure Land of this Buddha.83 There are
sixteen vivid techniques of visual contemplations of Amitâbha Buddha, Avalokiteśvara
Bodhisattva, Mahàsthàma Bodhisattva, and others in The Sūtra on the Visualization of the
Buddha of Infinite Lifespan.8485 In general, these methods assist believers to pacify the mind and
take the rebirth in Pure Land.
Seventh, there is no vow in Chan tradition, because there is no need to attach to the form.
For example, once Master Guishan Lingyou 溈山靈祐(771-853) taught the assembly, “After I
die I will become an ox at the foot of this mountain. ... If you call me an ox, I will be a monk of
Guishan.”86 Namely, being a monk or even an ox is not very important to him. Also, since Chan
deals with present moment, there is no need to make any vow for future inclination. For instance,
Baiyun Shouduan 白雲守端(1025-1072) said that while Śākyamuni Buddha taught Buddhists to
make four great vows (to save living beings, to cut off defilement, to study dharma, and to
embody Buddhadharma), he also made four differences vows to enjoy the present moment,
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“When I‟m hungry, I eat; when it‟s cold, I put on more clothes; when I‟m tired, I stretch out and
sleep; and when it gets warm, I like to find a cool breeze.”87 That is, he just liked to enjoy his
present moment. Since Chan teachings and techniques are the paths to attain Buddhahood
gradually and naturally in this world, there is no need to make any vow even though some of
them might have taken some forms of Mahāyāna vows such as the Bodhisattva vows
individually.
In opposition, making the vows to be reborn in Amitâbha Buddha‟s Pure Land is one of
the three essential principles.88 Pure Land master Ouyi Zhixu 蕅益智旭(1599-1655) said that
one could be reborn in the Pure Land depending on the degree of the vows‟ seriousness.8990
According to him, even if one recites Buddha‟s name single-mindedly and firmly, one could not
be reborn in the Pure Land without having firm faith and vows, except by obtaining the merits
and blessings of the human and celestial realms.91 The Amitâbha Sūtra 阿彌陀經92 encourages
people to make the vow to be reborn in the Pure Land, “Therefore, Śāriputra, all good men and
good women, if they are among those who have faith, should make the vow, 'I will be born in
that country.‟”93 A part in the last chapter of Avataṃsaka Sūtra explains that after passing away,
one could not bring anything to next life except the vows which might guide the intermediate
being to be reborn in the Pure Land.94 However, according to Pure Land‟s doctrine, making the
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vows to be reborn in the Pure Land does not mean to run away from the Samsara world95 and
ignore others‟ sufferings; ideally, one makes the vows to seek rebirth in Pure Land for attaining
enlightenment; afterward, one will return to the Samsara world as an enlightened being who
endows with complete characteristics of wisdom, Samadhi, moral, and expedient means to
rescue others.96 If one does not make any vow, one may not take rebirth in the Pure Land
because it does not accord with Amitâbha Buddha‟s vows of creating Pure Land. In short,
making the vows to take rebirth in Pure Land is one of the most essential practices of Pure Land
believers.
In addition, early Northern Chan texts criticized people who practiced the nian fo
technique to attain a vision of the Buddha such as the Treatise on the Transcendence of
Cognition97 or The Important Treatise of Cultivating The Mind,98 which attributed to the Oxhead 牛頭 sect and fifth Chan patriarch Hongren 弘忍 (601-674), respectively.99 Similarly, in
Chronicle of the Laṅkāvatāra Masters,100 when some monks asked how to have an
understanding of Dharma‟s characteristics and to purify the mind, Daoxin replied, “Not
contemplating the Buddha,… Just allow things flowing naturally.” Namely, one just needs to live
with the present moment fully. When some monks asked him if they need to turn their face to the
West of Amitâbha Buddha before they pass away or not, he replied, “If you understand that the
mind originally neither rise nor pass away, that it is ultimately pure, then it is the pure Buddha‟s
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land. There is no need to face to the West.”101 That is, the Pure Land will appear if the mind is
pure; there is no need to face to the West (of Amitâbha Buddha‟s Pure Land). Generally, Chan is
monistic, because of its requirements of looking into the non-duality of Self and Reality, rather
than seeking for an external Amitâbha Buddha and his Pure Land. It is also speculative, because
of its approach of seeing into one‟s self nature. In the Platform Sūtra, Huineng criticized the Pure
Land devotees, “If inside and outside are clear, this will be no different from the Western
Land.”102 Namely, if the mind is pure and clear, the Eastern land (rebirth cycle) and the Western
land (Pure Land) are the same. “The sūtras say to take refuge in the Buddha within you; they do
not say to rely on other Buddha.”103 That is, one should take refuge within one‟s Buddha nature,
not to external Buddha.
In responses to these Chan criticizes, Pure Land master Cimin Huiri 慈愍慧日(680-748)
counterattacked with many critiques about Chan monks‟ faults while he was staying in
Guangzhou 廣州 of Southern China after spending almost twenty years in India and receiving
Avalokiteśvara‟s revelation of the Pure Land. In general, David Chappell lists twelve main
criticisms of Huiri to Chan monks.104 Generally, Huiri pointed out that Chan practitioners had
violated the dialectic balance inherent in the Perfection of Wisdom tradition of Buddhism:
although one aware that there are neither good nor bad, all things are ultimately empty, and there
is nothing to be achieved, one should practice conventional Buddhism for the sake of others;
even one may not practice conventional Buddhism, one inwardly dwells in the highest level of
achievement just short of Buddhahood.105 His arguments were echoed by Guishan Lingyou in
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Guishan’s Admonishing Stick106 text which admonished Chan monks as arrogant, undisciplined,
and uninformed people.107
Instead of having aggressive attacks on Chan practitioners as Huiri, Feixi 飛錫 (n.d.,
active 740-780) pointed out that Chan monks who rejected and understated the religious
activities and moral practices are in danger of reaping future retribution.108 Moreover, he
reconciled the differences between these two traditions by pointing out that people have the
potential to achieve to Buddhahood, but their approaches are different because of their faculties
and other conditions.
In general, these are the differences in theory and practice of Chan and Pure Land
schools. The Buddha‟s intention was to provide his expedient teachings according to each
sentient being‟s potential that is why there were many different teachings and practices which the
later masters divided into many subcategories such as Mahāyāna, Theravāda, Chan, Pure Land
schools, and others. These discriminations created unnecessary conflict and argument among
Buddhist schools and practices such as Chan and Pure Land. Therefore, in order to reconcile the
drift between these two schools, some masters from both schools advocated the syncretism of
them. Before discussing the syncretistic works of these two schools‟ masters, let‟s define the
meaning of syncretism. By definition, syncretism always contains truth-claims or insight gained
from the preceded elements which makes it possible to compare, combine, and interchange
elements from tradition.109 That is why the masters of both schools compared and combined the
interchange elements of Chan and Pure Land schools in order to assist practitioners with
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attaining ultimate truth of either recognizing one‟s own nature or taking rebirth in Pure Land for
the purpose of achieving Buddhahood. For example, in the Fundamental Expedient Teachings
for Attaining Enlightenment Through Pacifying the Mind, Daoxin (580-651)110 used the Samadhi
of Oneness or Reciting the Buddha‟s names to calm the mind, “…When their thoughts are
continuously fixed on the Buddha, they can see in their minds all Buddhas of the past, present,
and future.”111 Later on, Hongren adopted his master‟s contemplating the Buddha method to
train his disciples, especially the beginners. In The Important Treatise of Cultivating the Mind,112
Hongren said, “Those who just begin to learn meditation can follow the method of meditation in
The Contemplation Sūtra.”113 Afterward, some of Hongren‟s disciples practiced and developed
the method of reciting Buddha‟s name as follows: Fachi 法持(635-702);114 Zhishen 智詵 (609702);115 Zhishen‟s disciple Chuji 處寂;116 the founder of Jingzhong 淨眾 school, Chuji‟s disciple
Wuxiang 無相;117 Wuxiang‟s dharma brother Chengyuan 承遠118 who taught nian fo Samadhi
in Cimin tradition and built Amitâbha Terrace 彌陀臺; and Chengyuan‟s disciple Fazhao 法照
119

who was well known for creating five-tones nian fo, author of many Pure Land texts, and

built Sanctuary Facing the Western Pure Land 西方道場 on Mount Lu 盧山 in which he entered
Samadhi and saw an old monk attending Amitâbha Buddha in the Pure Land.120 In the Great
Various Treatise of Perfect Enlightened Sūtra,121 Guifeng Zongmi 圭峰 宗密(780-841)
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mentioned Hongren‟s disciple Xuanshen 宣什 as the founder of the nian fo Chan linage of
Southern Mountain,122 nian fo Chan school of the monk Wei of Guozhou 果州未和上, Yunyu
of Langzhou 閬州蘊玉, and a nun Yicheng of Xiangru 相如尼一乘.123 Also, in the Treatise of
Contemplating the Mind124 and Gateway of unborn Upaya in the Mahāyāna,125 Shenxiu
神秀(605?-706) mentioned the differences between the empty recitation of Buddha‟s name and
true contemplation and instruction of nian fo within the precept ceremony, respectively.126 After
explaining seven gates of Chan, The Contemplated Gateway of Bodhidharma Chan Master127
discussed in detail the ten kinds of merit of reciting the Buddha‟s name aloud.128 Also, according
to Robert Sharf, many Dunhuang‟s 敦隍 manuscripts contained the writing of encouragement of
nian fo practice that prevailed during seventh and eighth centuries.129
In general, prior to actual Chan-Pure Land syncretism, there were three characteristics of
early Chan practice of reciting Buddha‟s name: it just used the word “Buddha” for recitation, not
much devotion in any particular Buddha; it was self-powered practice neither relying any saving
grace of Buddha nor seeking rebirth in Pure Land; and it was used as a skillful mean to pacify
the mind.130 After Tang persecution of Buddhism in 845, most popular schools such as
Avataṃsaka school 華嚴宗 and Three Treatise school 三論宗 lost their vitality, except Chan and
Pure Land schools because of their focus on the practice and lesser reliance upon the sūtras.131
These conditions fertilized the syncretism of the Chan and Pure Land, as the The Five Expedient
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Gateway to Recite Buddha’s Name132 had implemented during the eight century.133 This text
gave five basic principles that combined the multidimensional views of many different schools
such as Lotus school 法華宗, Tiantai school 天台宗, Huayan school 華嚴宗, and others which
paved the way for reconciliation between Chan and Pure Land schools later on.134 Specifically, it
provided five kinds of Chan and five methods of nian fo Samadhi.135 The five kinds of Chan are:
freezing the mind Chan; subduing the mind Chan; true essence Chan; expedient methods for
conforming to circumstances Chan; and eliminating the distinctions of the two extremes Chan.
The first and second relate contemplating an image which are similar to that of traditional nian fo
practice. The third represents realizing the true nature of things as empty. The four assists
practitioners returning from emptiness to enter the realm of temporary existence. The fifth
transcends the two extreme of emptiness and expediency.136
In addition, Zhiyan 智儼(602-668), second Huayan patriarch, classified nian fo Samadhi
into five types: calling the Buddha‟s name to attain rebirth in the Pure Land; visualizing the form
of Buddha to eradicate bad karma; realizing that all mental perception are mind-only;
transcending both the mind and its objects of perception; and the perfect understanding of nature
origination.137 The first notion of reciting the Buddha‟s name to incline for taking rebirth in Pure
Land belongs to the Shanxi Pure Land 山西淨土 movement of Tanluan 曇鸞(476-542), Daochao
道綽 (562-645), and Shandao 善導 (613-681). The second involving visualization of Buddha
and Pure Land relates to Shandao‟s approach. The third method prevents the harmful
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sluggishness and attachment. The fourth method focuses on the mind and its objects as equally
non-substantial. The fifth method goes beyond the state of deep objectless and subjectless
meditation to the perfect understanding of natural origination.138
The first and second nian fo methods (in calming and redirecting the mind by focusing on
a Buddha image) partly are in parallel to that of the first two forms of Chan (mentioned in The
Five Expedient Gateway to Recite Buddha’s Name). While the third kind of Chan relies on
recognition of the true nature of things as empty, the third nian fo method emphasizes
understanding all phenomena as mind-only and empty of enduring distinctions. In contrast to the
fourth Chan method of returning from emptiness to reenter the expedient manifold phenomena
with penetrating understanding, the fourth nian fo method brings the attention to the mind and its
objects as equally non-substantial. The fifth stage of nian fo (one transcends the notions of
Nirvana and birth-and-death or mind and its objects), is similar to that of the fifth Chan method
(of transcending the two extreme of emptiness and expediency), but their descriptions are
different.139
In general, these texts present the views that Pure Land and Chan practices are neither
opposite nor static religious options, but they are multidimensional and interrelated methods
which could be adapted by practitioners depending on their different levels of spiritual
developments leading to the Buddhahood.140 The integration of Pure Land and Chan practices in
term of stages of spiritual growth was commonly developed by Tiantai and Huayan schools. For
instance, Chengguan 澄觀 (738-820) classified nian fo Samadhi into twenty-one types of five
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categories141 in the chapter on the practice and vows of Samantabhadra Bodhisattva142 from the
Avataṃsaka Sūtra.143 However, later on Guifeng Zongmi 圭峰 宗密(780-841) reworked
Chengguan‟s five categories into four groups144 to show that there are not merely lists of various
kinds of nian fo, but they represent ascending levels of spiritual growth.145 He also defined three
aspects of the phenomenal minds146 which are in parallel with three phenomenal aspects of nian
fo.147 All are unified in the nian fo on the absolute which is similar goal of Chan. Moreover, he
categorized Chan into three convenient groups: stopping of the false mind and cultivation of the
mind; complete emptying; and direct revelation of the mind-nature.148 Later, Yanshou used
Zongmi‟s idea to classify all of Buddhism and other dual practices: the teaching of form which
relates to historical practice of Pure Land; the teaching of emptiness which relates to the
iconoclastic Chan; and the teaching of true nature which includes both practices.149
Also, as discussed above, Feixi tried to settle the sectarian rivalry between these two
schools by criticizing both Chan and Pure Land thinkers‟ rejection and labeling each other; his
argument was that all sentient beings have potential to become Buddha, but they have not yet
141
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achieved that ultimate stage. He also provided the mutual interdependent features of these
dialectic schools in term of two poles: Chan as principle, tranquility, and vipassana (無念); Pure
Land as special practice, movement, and samatha (nian fo).150
During the Song dynasty 宋朝(960-1279), Yongming Yanshou (904-975) (considered the
third patriarch of the Fayan linage of Chan and the six patriarch of the Lotus Society in „The
Record Integration Of Buddha and Patriarch Fo zu tong ji 佛祖統紀‟),151 laid out the Chan-Pure
Land syncretistic foundation for the later Chinese Buddhism to modern time. There were three
reasons for Yanshou aligning Chan and Pure Land together. First, his approach was nonsectarian
toward all Buddhist systems‟ thoughts. Second, there were strong antagonism between Chan and
Pure Land during his time; namely, Pure Land believers criticized Chan followers for being
arrogant and undisciplined because of rejecting sūtras and vinaya whereas the Chan people
looked down the Pure Land people as simple-minded believers of the external instead of the selfnature. Third, during his time, due to the socio-political situations of turbulences and chaos,
people called out instant salvation instead of following rigid Chan.152 Setting as an example for
others to combine many different techniques, Yanshou did one hundred and eight types of
Buddhist practices of medieval monastic observances daily as described in The Self Diary
Record of the Chan Master Zhijue.153154 Furthermore, in order to accomplish the syncretistic
task, Yanshou advocated One-mind nian fo which connected with the Chan principle of “Seeing
into One Own Nature” or “Having pure mind is attaining pure land,” as the Vimalakirti Sūtra
states, “If one desires to purity the Buddha-land, one should first purity one‟s Mind; if the Mind
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is purified, the Buddha-land is also purified.”155 Applying the Chan view, Yanshou advocated the
principle of mind-only Pure Land 唯心淨土; namely Pure Land exists within a pure mind which
detaches from external circumstances, and if one awakens from the mind, one is reborn into the
Pure Land of Mind-only.156 Yanshou also utilized the molding analogy from the Baozang lun
寶藏論157 to elaborate his nian fo practice.158 In Wangsheng lun 往生論,159 Yanshou explained
that if sentient beings living in the suffering states know how to employ nian fo technique and
make the vow to be reborn in the Pure Land, they will obtain the rebirth on that land, and they
will return to sentient beings‟ realms to teach and save them.160 Also, due to the influences of the
doctrines of the Chan school 禪宗, Huayan school 華嚴宗, and Faxiang school 法相宗,
Yanshou‟s Pure Land viewed in three aspects: the nian fo was a training method for internal
realization; the easy approach of nian fo and the favorable physical existence of Pure Land
facilitating one to practice the Dharma; and theory and practice internally and externally are not
contradictory due to the non-duality of the two truths.161
In addition, Yanshou argued that only when one could move from Conventional Truth of
duality to the Ultimate Truth of emptiness and vice versa, one could gain true understanding of
the two Truths. Those attached to the Conventional Truth of duality might be trapped in worldly
matters; their practices might bring only the worldly virtues and merits. Also, those attached to
the Ultimate Truth of emptiness could not be able to recognize the Conventional Truth of
duality; then their practices might not have relevant or realistic experiences. Even Bodhisattvas
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know that Pure Land is ultimately empty, but they still practice One-mind nian fo to seek the
rebirth on the Pure Land of the Conventional Truth162 so that they can attain the Ultimate Truth
of Buddha-hood under the favorable conditions of the Pure Land.163 Generally, Yanshou‟s
syncretism brought a positive impact on Chinese Buddhism. It redirected Chan followers to avert
the trap in quietism, intellectualism, and moral degeneracy. It also assisted Pure Land
practitioners to use nian fo as either returning oneself nature of Amitâbha Buddha or seeking the
rebirth in Pure Land.164
In addition, according to Sharf, during Song dynasty, many Chan texts contained nian fo
in various ritual settings such as the Chanyuan Qinggui 禪苑清規165 which used nian fo during
pre-meal or death ceremony for the monk, and the Ruzhong riyong Qinggui 入眾日用清規166
which incorporated nian fo into minor rituals and pre-meal ceremony.167 Pure Rules of Baizhang
敇修百丈清規168 included the instructions of nian fo for the sick monks to be better and for the
deceased monks to be reborn in Pure Land.169
According to Chappell, Chan and Pure Land became integrated into a unified vision of
spiritual growth due to the efforts of Zongmi and Yanshou.170 Indeed, the early syncretistic
trends and Zongmi‟s and Yanshou‟s syncretism of Chan and Pure Land left tremendous
influential impact on both schools‟ eminent monks such as Zhongfeng Mingben 中峰明本(12621323),171 Tianru Weize 天如唯則,172 Lianchi Zhuhong 莲池祩宏(1535-1615),173 Hanshan
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Deqing 憨山德清(1546-1623),174 and others in modern time. Especially, nian fo gong an (a
byproduct of Chan and Pure Land syncretism) was used prevalently in many Chan monasteries
from eleventh century onward. Gong an is a short statement provided by the master to train his
students for having an insight into reality without analyzing it but contemplating it. For example,
when a monk asked that “Does the dog have Buddha nature?” Chan master Zhaozhou replied
“No.” The whole conversation is considered as a gong an, and the “No” serves as hua tou
話頭.175 Similarly, many monks used the sentence, “Who is doing nian fo” to invoke the
doubtful mind. Chushan Shaoji 楚山紹奇(1404-1473) explained that one should inquire about
the word “Who” in order to recognize that the thought of reciting the Buddha‟s name is neither
the mind nor the Buddha.176 In addition, Weize elaborated the outcome of nian fo gong an
further and named it as Chan of the Pure Land or Pure Land of the Chan; namely, if one‟s mind
does not separate from the Buddha and vice versa, then one will see the Buddha everywhere and
one will perceive Buddha of one‟s nature. Afterward, one would exercise one‟s great function of
compassionate mind to teach and save sentient beings.177 Hanshan Deqing (1546-1623) also
encouraged people to utilize nian fo gong an that was similar to meditation on a regular gong an
or hua tou, as it was a proper and safe approach which allowed the innate and bright wisdom to
flow forth.178
Additionally, the syncretism of Chan and Pure Land also greatly impacted on the
practices and teachings of many eminent monks through the Qing dynasty 清朝(1644-1912),
Republic era (1912-1949), and modern time. For example, a renowned Chan master and an
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influential Buddhist teacher of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Xuyun 虛雲(1840-1959),
incorporated Chan and Pure Land doctrines in his practices and teachings. Although he
emphasized Chan practices, he also did the nian fo techniques whenever he was at the Pure Land
temples. On one occasion, he encouraged Chan practitioners to read Yongming Yanshou‟s
Treatise on The Unification of Myriad Goods179 and Pure Land followers to read the chapter
Mahàsthàma180 in the Śūraṅgama Sūtra181 to recognize the inner reality of Pure Land‟s self
nature.182 His Dharma heir, Xuanhua 宣化(1918-1995), also emphasized sectarian harmony by
combining altogether the practices of Chan, Pure Land, Disciplines, and Teachings. He said that
by reciting the Buddha‟s name, one will attain the “Samadhi of Buddha‟s mindfulness.”183
In addition, early syncretistic trends and Zongmi‟s and Yanshou‟s syncretism left a great
impact not only on monastic communities as discussed above, but also to the lay Buddhist
communities starting from late Tang such as “Society for reciting Buddha’s name” (nian fo hui
念佛會), “Society for Pure Land Practice” (Jinghang she 淨行社), and others.184
In summary, Pure Land and Chan syncretism has been bringing reconciliation and
harmonious spirit within Chinese Buddhism. However, some contemporary scholars reject this
notion of syncretism between these two schools. For instance, Robert Sharf lists five points to
negate the syncretistic notion that Pure Land does not have a historical linage, Chan monastic life
always involved in nian fo practices, and so forth.185 There are some acceptable claims, except
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the argument that Chan monastic life always involved in nian fo practices and the aspiration for
rebirth in the Pure Land. Actually, there were various options of Chan techniques from which
each Chan practitioner might have chosen, such as the distinct meditative techniques of the five
“houses”: Guiyang house 溈仰宗 with experience in action; Linji house 臨濟宗 with threefold
and fourfold formulas; Caodong house 曹洞宗 with the five ranks; Yunmen house 云門宗 with
the one-wood barriers; and Fayan house 法眼宗 with the interpretation of attributes.186 In
addition, after nian fo was introduced among Buddhist communities during Song dynasty 宋朝,
it was used besides other Chan‟s gong an or hua tou according to each individual choice. In
many popular Chan literatures such as the Blue Cliff Record187 and Gateless Barrier188 which
were compiled in 1125 and 1228 respectively, there were rarely nian fo gong an‟s cases.
Probably, after Baizhang set up the monastic rules to chant Buddha‟s name for the sick and
deceased monks or for other special ceremonies, most Chan monasteries followed the suit.189
However, it does not mean that all Chan monks did nian fo seriously, because they might have
chosen various Chan techniques according to their branches (of five Chan houses) for themselves
while following the monastic schedules to chant nian fo. If we read the biographies of eminent
Chan monks in the Song, Ming, and Qing dynasties, it is very rare to see some of them
specializing in nian fo techniques. There are numerous incidents of Chan monks who
demystified the Buddha such as the cases of: Daoxin wrote the word “Buddha” on Farong‟s
meditation seat;190 Tianran burn the wooden Buddha;191 or Zhaozhou said, “Buddha is affliction.
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Affliction is Buddha.”192 If they ever venerated or devoted their practices for taking the Pure
Land rebirth, they would not have those kinds of sayings or behaviors. Therefore, Sharf‟s notion
of Chan monastic life always involving in nian fo is not entirely true. Also, many Chan masters
passed away peacefully while sitting in meditation, even right after their lectures. For example,
in Zen’s Chinese Heritage, there are at least eleven cases of Chan masters passing away while
mostly sitting in meditation or laying down;193 there are twenty-eight cases of Chan masters
passing away right after giving their last instructions.194 When Touzi Yiqing 投子義青(10321083) was near death, he composed a poem, “As the abbot of two temples, I couldn‟t assist the
Buddha way. My parting message to you all, don‟t go seeking after something.”195 Namely, right
before passing away, he advised practitioners that don‟t seek outside (for heaven or Pure Land);
just seek within one‟s own nature. In another case, Furong Daokai 芙蓉道楷(1043-1118) wrote a
poem before he died, “I‟m seventy-six years old. My causational existence is now completed. In
life I do not favor heaven. In death I don‟t fear hell. Hands and body extend beyond the three
realms. What stops me from roaming as I please?”196 That is, after living for seventy-six years on
the earth, he recognized his physical causational existence was completed. However, while living
he didn‟t crave for heaven (how much more seeking for Pure Land), and before death he was not
afraid of hell; explicitly, since he neither attached to heaven nor ran away from hell, his mind
was free from either having a desire for better rebirth or being terrified of bad destiny; he lived
with present moment regardless of his bodily condition. Before leaving his impermanent body,
he attained the mental state that his mind extended vastly to the three realms, and he was free to
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take rebirth with any form he liked. Since common people do not know how they came into their
mother womb and whereabouts they are going after death, they seek for heaven or Pure Land to
secure their better future rebirth (rather than accepting the earthly life in the present and future).
In general, most Chan masters did not make any vow or show any inspiration for taking the
rebirth in Pure Land. Hence, the claim of Sharf (that Chan monks had aspiration for rebirth in the
Pure Land) is practically and scholastically wrong and misleading.
In short, Chan and Pure Land schools were indigenous to Chinese Buddhism. They had
been preserving their own unique approaches during many centuries of their existences (from
Song dynasty to Republic period). As a result, from time to time they were at odds with one
another. However, since being influenced by Chinese holistic approach, the syncretism of these
two schools was unavoidable. This conclusion is in agreement with the opinions of other
contemporary scholars such as Heng-chin Shih197 and Chappell198 who suggested that there was
syncretistic process to combine these two schools.
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